Multi-disciplinary Adult Services Training and Evaluation for Results (MASTER) is a program of Academy for Professional Excellence, a project of the San Diego State University School of Social Work.

The MASTER APS-Training Program is pleased to share a 2-part training video series. This two-part video series demonstrates an APS professional making the first unannounced home visit to investigate allegations of self-neglect.

In the APS Training Video: Initial Home Visit, Self-Neglect, Gone Wrong viewers will follow the APS professional as she experiences challenges and makes mistakes during the home visit.

In the APS Training Video: Successful Initial Home Visit Self-Neglect viewers will witness a demonstration of the APS professional utilizing best practices and Core Competency Training for a successful home visit.

These training videos are available at no cost by accessing the links listed below.

Great for audio/visual learners, class/unit discussion, and provides an opportunity to discuss agency/county specific policies.

For Trainers
During In-Person Training, trainers can utilize the Gone Wrong clip and the Successful Initial Home Visit clip individually or together in various Core Curriculum modules including:

- Working with Self-Neglecting Clients
- Professional Communication
  - Video clips can be used to discuss and support the building or strengthening of the following skills: rapport building, interviewing, motivational interviewing
- Investigation: First Steps
  - Videos can be used to discuss and support the building or strengthening of worker safety skills
- Assessing Client Capacity
- Voluntary Case Planning
  - Videos can be used to discuss and support the building, strengthening and practicing of service planning skills
- Documentation and Report Writing
- Mental Health in APS
- Substance Abuse in Mature Adults
- Collaboration in APS work
- Case Closure

For Supervisors or Lead Staff
- Transfer of Learning Tool (after training)
- Unit Meetings
- New Employee/Pre-Academy
- Supervision
- Professional Development

Other Uses
Great for audio/visual learners, class/unit discussion, and provides an opportunity to discuss agency/county specific policies.

Training Videos
Three clips available to view:
APS Training Video: Initial Home Visit Self-Neglect—Gone Wrong (running time 4:15)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJ46wWBESoY&feature=youtu.be
APS Training Video: Successful Initial Home Visit Self-Neglect—Alternate Intro (running time 15:45)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuxV1Z51YPl&feature=youtu.be
APS Training Video: Successful Initial Home Visit Self-Neglect (running time 16:44)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBCo4UBOliU&feature=youtu.be

NOTES:
- The Successful Initial Home Visit interviews are the same content with different introductions.
- The Alternate Intro is designed for use in between the Gone Wrong and the Successful Initial Home Visit videos.
- Successful Initial Home Visit Self-Neglect can be used as a stand-alone video or on a day after participants view the Gone Wrong clip to refresh the original scenario.